
Andrew Gwynne MP spoke in a recent House of Commons debate on 
the cost of travel, slamming the Government for giving powers back to 
the train companies that allow them to hike up fares by 5% above the 
inflation increases already announced, taking money out of the pockets of 
commuters and putting it in the wallets of train company executives. 
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! !Speaking out  

“Pubs are vital hubs for communities in Denton and Reddish.  
The number of closures a week has risen to 18 and over 200 pubs 
have been converted to convenience stores in the last two years 
alone. That’s why I voted in Parliament for the motion which 
demands the government take action and put in place a statutory 
code by the end of 2013, including a non-tied option for publicans.” 

Welcome to my latest newsletter for Labour Party members in 
the Denton and Reddish CLP, informing you of some of the work 
I am currently doing in Parliament and the Constituency.  
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During a heated debate in Parliament, the Tory-led Government 
pushed  through  measures which take away  hard  won rights at  
work  in exchange for being ‘offered shares’ 
in a company.  As a result, people  will  lose  
protection against unfair dismissal, the right  
to      request     flexible  
working  and  time   for  
training, plus statutory  
redundancy pay! 

Andrew Gwynne MP: 
 

• has spoken in 67 debates in the last year 
• has asked 204 questions in the last year 

     (ranked well above average for MP’s) 
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against rail fare rises  
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Andrew Gwynne MP             Denton & Reddish Dispatches – Jan/Feb 2013 
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Left - Andrew Gwynne MP hosted an 
event in Parliament to highlight the 
shocking geographic variation in heart 
disease. The North West continues to have 
the highest number of deaths from coronary 
heart disease in the country. 

Above – signing the Holocaust 
Memorial Book in Parliament. 

Above – Supporting Friends of the Earth and 
their campaign to protect Britain’s bees. 
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The House of Lords has forced a vote on the proposed 
Parliamentary boundary changes, and the Government 
was defeated (by 300 votes to 231).   

The effect of this vote is to delay the proposed boundary 
review until 2018.  The House of Commons still has to have 
a say, but it is looking increasingly likely the next 
election will be fought on the current boundaries! 
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Left – visiting the refurbished 
Denton McDonald’s outlet at 
Crown Point North, to discuss 
their apprentice and graduate 

training schemes. 

Haughton Green Post 
Office was reopened 

after demands for action 
by Andrew Gwynne and 

local Denton South 
Councillor, Claire Francis. 

Denton and Reddish 
30 years old, and still going 

strong (for the time being!) 


